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5.$Perpetual$ leadership$(imãmah)$and$guidance,$and$ its$ fundamental$role$ in$ensuring$the$
continuity$of$Islamic$revolution;"
6.$The$exalted$dignity$and$worth$of$the$human$being$and$its$freedom$accompanied$with$its$
responsibility$ before$ God,$ which$secure$ equity,$ justice,$ and$ political,$ economic,$ social$ and$
cultural$independence,$as$well$as$national$solidarity,$by$recourse$to:"












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































its" substance" remain" the" same." By" way" of" example," when" one" party" purchases" a"
commodity" from" another" party," and" leaves" him" his" watch" “in" trust”" until" the"
outstanding"sale"price"due"is"paid."Despite"the"fact"that"“trust”"was"the"terminology"
used," in" reality" and" according" to" the" real" intentions" and" Maqasid" behind" this"


































































































































































































In$ this$ next$ coming$ section$ of$ the$ chapter,$ the$ 3$ distinctive$ precepts$ will$ be$ thoroughly$
elaborated$on.$Although$ the$ analysis$ is$descriptive$ in$nature,$ it$ intends$ to$provide$ in$depth$
background$ information,$ but$ by$ referring$ to$ some$ of$ the$ most$ reliable$ sources$ of$ Islamic$
literature.$ It$ intends$ to$ rectify$ any$ misunderstandings$ or$ misconceptions$ surrounding$ the$
terms;$the$analysis$is$essentially$corrective$in$nature.$It$is$this$latter$corrective$description$and$
















This" is" the" first" and"most"widely"known"and"quoted" element" in" literature" covering"
Islamic"Finance,"and"commercial"transactions"in"general;"it"is"this"precept"that"lies"at"
the" root" of" the" debates" regarding" the" previously" discussed" principle" of" freedom" of"
contract." Riba" is" not" one" that" is" only" specific" to" Shari’a" law," it" had" also" been"
mentioned" in" the"Torah," and" specifically"under" “Ribbit$Ketzuzah”" and" “agar$ nattar”,"
and"meaning"rented"money,"as"well"as"“Sechar$hamtana”"as"a"reward"for"waiting"410.""
The" definition" of" the" term" Riba" linguistically" stems" from" the" verb" “yarbu”," being"





is" not" the" act" of" increase" only" per" se" that" is" prohibited," however" a" second" element"
must" be" found" in" the" transaction;" being" the" act" of" increase" causing" a" “monetary$
advantage$ without$ a$ counter$ value$ which$ has$ been$ stipulated$ in$ favor$ of$ one$ of$ the$ two$
contracting$parties$in$an$exchange$of$two$monetary$values”"414;"it"is"therefore"the"increase"
amounting" to" usury" and" exploitation" that" is" banned." There" is" generally" a" classical"













between" those" of" a" conservative" outlook," and" those" that" are" more" liberal" with" a"
forward"looking"vision.""
A"reason"why"this"precept"is"highly"debatable"is"that"although"it"is"mentioned"in"the"





assessing" the" constitutive" elements" of" Riba" in" a" commercial" transaction," utmost"




Riba" has" been" vehemently" condemned" and" prohibited" in" both" the" Quran" and" the"
Sunna."In"positive"law"form,"Quranic"verses"that"ban"Riba"and"with"a"strong"tone,"are"
“While$Allah$has$allowed$trade$and$ forbidden$usury…..they$shall$be$the$ inmates$of$ the$Fire$
and$they$shall$remain$in$it”"417."It"then"imposes"a"punishment"by"stating"“O$you$who$have$
faith!$Be$wary$of$Allah,$and$abandon$what$remains$of$usury,$should$you$be$ faithful.$And$if$













verses" prohibit" and"warn" of" severe" punishment" against" ignoring" the" prohibition" of"
Riba.""




that" the"Prophet"himself" stopped"Bilal" (a" companion"of" the"Prophet)" one"day,"with"
dates"of" superior"quality."After"being"asked"by" the"Prophet" regarding" the" source"of"
those" dates," he" replied" “We$ had$ with$ us$ dates$ of$ inferior$ quality$ out$ of$ which$ were$
purchased$ the$dates$ of$ superior$ quality$ at$ the$ rate$ of$ two$Sa’s$ for$ one”."The"prophet" then"




























































































































































































































































































































2C The" existence"of" Jahl" (ignorance)" towards" the" type,"price" and" /" or" the" subject"
matter"of"the"commercial"transaction;"""
























Maysir"occurs"when"there" is"a"chance"of"one"party" to"a"contract" to"suffer" from"total"
loss,"and"hence"the"term"gambling"and"/"or"games"of"chance"is"used;"it"is"important"to"
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To$ further$ understand$ the$ noble$ ends$ and$ intentions$ of$ Shari’a$ law,$ the$ chapter$ further$
elaborated$ on$ the$ basic$ rules$ governing$ Fiqh$ al$ Mu’amalaat;$ those$ rules$ ensure$ that$ all$
transactions$ are$ exemplified$ with$ fairness$ and$ justice,$ and$ refrain$ from$ containing$ any$
elements$ of$ abuse,$ speculation$ and$gambling,$which$may$ result$ in$harm$and$damage$ to$ the$
concerned$parties.$To$further$the$understanding$of$its$noble$ends$and$intenions,$the$3$precepts$
of$the$prohibition$of$Riba,$Gharar$and$Maysir$have$been$thoroughly$discussed.$$"
Another$ important$ question$ is$ posed,$ and$ whether$ SCL$ precepts$ are$ truly$ alien$ to$ nonQ
Muslim$state$laws?$The$objectives$and$values$of$the$3$precepts$are$compared$to$the$objectives$
and$values$of$French$ law$as$a$ case$ study$of$western$ secular$ law,$as$well$ being$ the$primary$
trigger$ of$ this$ thesis.$The$ chapter$ then$ establishes$ that$despite$ changes$ to$ the$ articles$ of$ the$
French$ Civil$ Code,$ those$ changes$ are$ only$ in$ terms$ of$ form,$ but$ not$ in$ substance;$ those$
standards$ have$ changed$ in$ form$ on$ a$ gradual$ basis,$ and$ due$ to$ external$ political$ and$
economical$ factors$ over$ the$ course$ of$ many$ years.$ The$ 3$ precepts$ in$ both$ Shari’a$ law$ and$
French$ law$are$ therefore$ identical$ in$ essence$and$origin,$ and$are$ therefore$not$ alien$ to$nonQ
Muslim$ states.$ Conducting$ commerce$ and$ finance$ according$ to$ the$ precepts$ is$ therefore$
realistic,$as$only$private$and$public$interest$are$their$ultimate$objective.$The$equivalent$of$the$
precept$of$prohibition$of$Riba$is$le$prohibition$d’Usure,$the$equivalent$of$the$term$Gharar$can$
be$ found$ in$ French$ law$ when$ certain$ articles$ and$ provisions$ that$ when$ read$ collectively,$
provide$ for$ values$ and$ objectives$ almost$ identical$ to$ Gharar.$ Finally$ the$ equivalent$ of$ the$




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the" opinion" of" this" thesis." In" the" process" of" reaching" a" decision," it" consulted" and"
analyzed"various"decisions"of"previous"Azhar"jurists,"all"made"within"the"20th"century"
646." In" reaching"his"decision" in" the"manner" similar" to" common" law," the"Azhar"mufti"
quoted"a"previously"made"opinion"/"precedent,"which"stated:" 
“When$one$gives$his$money$ to$ another$ for$ investment$ and$payment$ of$ a$ known$profit,$ this$
does$ not$ constitute$ the$ definitively$ forbidden$ riba,$ regardless$ of$ the$ preQspecified$ rate.$ This$
follows$ from$ the$ fact$ that$ disagreeing$with$ the$ juristic$ rule$ that$ forbids$ preQspecification$ of$
profits$ does$ not$ constitute$ the$ clear$ type$ of$ riba$ which$ ruins$ households.$ This$ type$ of$
transaction$is$beneficial$both$to$the$investor$and$the$entrepreneur.$In$contract,$riba$harms$one$






hardness$ of$ heart.$ The$ two$ types$ of$ dealings$ cannot$ possibly$ have$ the$ same$ legal$ status$
(hukm)”$647.$""
It" can"be" clearly" seen"how" in" this" fatwa," the" focus" is"made"on"morals," and"whether"
predetermined" profits" were" those" that" truly" destroyed" the" households" of" those" in"
need;" the" opinion" focused" on" the" overall" spirit" of" the" law," and" as" opposed" to" the"
literary"interpretation"of"a"term(s)."
As" expected," the" fatwa" had" not" been" met" without" criticism," and" was" considered"
defiant" to" literalist"schools"of" thought" in"other"countries"regarding"the"same"matter;"
by"way" of" example," it" contradicted" the" decision" rendered" by" the" Shari’a"Appellate"



































what"we"have"previously" labelled"as"“Irresponsible$Conservatism”;" this" term"refers" to"
conservative"and"ultra"conservative"political"Islamist"forces."We"refer"to"the"decades"
















































































































































































































































































































































































All" transactions," legal"and"nonClegal,"are"governed"by"basic" rules"governing"Fiqh"al"
Mu’amalaat;"those"rules"ensure"that"all"transactions"are"exemplified"with"fairness"and"
justice," and" refrain" from"containing"any"abusive," speculative"or"gambling"elements,"
which" result" in" certain" harm" and" damage" to" the" parties" of" the" transaction." Those"
Shari’a" law" rules" advocate" the" Principle" of" Ibaha" (freedom" of" contract" and"
transaction)" C" that" substance" and" not" form" is" the" ultimate"measuring" criteria"when"
evaluating"which"transactions"are"permissible"and"which"are"not"–"which"warns"not"
to" eat" people’s"wealth" in" vanity,"warn" not" to" cause" harm" nor" reciprocate" harm," to"
encourage"mitigation," to" encourage" ease" on" others" and" not" to" impose" severity" and"
hardship." Those" are" the" rules" all" commercial" and" nonCcommercial" transactions" are"








usury" that"amounts" to"exploitation."Being"a"vehemently"condemned"practice," it" is"a"
social"and"economic"evil"that"produces"extreme"individualism,"communal"animosity"




annulment"of" commercial" transactions."Thirdly,"and"according" to" the"precept"of" the"
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